
   The symposium concept of presenting floral design was innovative in 1968. No one had ever done this type of 
presenting information. Perhaps it could be said that floral design moved from the entertainment format to the 
educational “how-to” format. This is a broad statement and not entirely true. In general design schools before 
and since 1968 presented design and used the ability to entertain to keep the audience attention. In this format 
was woven some good knowledge. The format was a team of designers working with a commentator whose job 
was to entertain and inform. Indeed a challenge. When the symposium format was designed for floral design the 
philosophy was an equal mixture of design demonstrations with lectures on affiliated subjects. For instance, 
there might be a lecture on color theory followed by a floral demonstration of floral designs interpreting 
paintings or interiors or fashions. The lectures for the most part were given by people outside the floral industry 
and the floral demonstrations were presented by floral designers. The unwritten rule was the floral designer 
would be on the stage by themselves and would explain the concepts of design for their work and how they 
accomplished the design both artistically and mechanically. In the beginning there was no staging and the 
programs were presented in a room with amphitheater seating. It was an intimate exchange of ideas that had the 
feeling of a one on one session. The big “final night” was presented to the public as well as the symposium 
attendees. The idea was to expose the public to innovative design and SELL FLOWERS!!” Financially the 
philosophy was to break even and present as much education to as many people as possible in an affordable 
way. The first ten symposiums were held on University campuses, the first five at Cal Poly and the next five at 
Long Beach, staged in their “state of the art” technical facilities, housing people in the Dorms and having meals 
in the campus dining rooms. During these symposiums a camaraderie developed that has carried through to 
today. 

  After ten years it became apparent that AIFD really had to make drastic moves to establish itself on a national 
level and hopefully an international level. So the Symposium was moved from southern California for the first 
time and off the campus to a motel in the San Francisco Bay area. The next year was an even a broader step and 
Symposium was moved out of California into a hotel in Houston. This began the circulation around the States 
which ultimately moved into a sequence with Regions hosting. The philosophy of todays symposium has grown 
and evolved through the last 10 years. Most programs are no longer done by one person presenting their 
expertise, lectures are not as prevalent, staging has become a major part of the presentations and final night is 
for the attendees only honoring the outgoing President. The symposium has also become the fund raising 
avenue for AIFD. 

  When the Regions were formed the idea, in part, was to have an avenue to present symposiums in a shorter 
time frame and in a less grandiose way so AIFD could once again reach the grass roots of floral designers and 
present a much less expensive avenue so they would be in the financial grasp of everyone. They could then be 
used to encourage membership in AIFD. 

 Have the symposiums become elitist in the process? No. Are they out of reach financially of a majority of 
floral designers? Yes. Can a designer afford to miss them? No. Is the symposium still accomplishing what the 
founders envisioned? Yes. The symposium format has been universally accepted and that alone has had a 
tremendous impact on the industry. 

  AIFD’s major claim to fame is introducing the symposium format to the industry and presenting a symposium 
each year that has no equal. 
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